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Sir Dr. Harisingh Gour
Sir Harisingh Gour (26 November 1870 – 25 December 1949) was a
distinguished lawyer, jurist, educationist, social reformer, poet, and
novelist. Dr. Harisingh Gour was the First Vice-Chancellor of the University
of Delhi and Nagpur University, founder and Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Sagar, Deputy President of the Central Legislative Assembly of
British India, an Indian Delegate to the Joint Parliamentary Committee, a
Member of the Indian Central Committee associated with the Royal
Commission on the Indian Constitution (popularly known as the Simon
Commission), and a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.
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From the Desk of Vice-Chancellor

I am delighted to present our University to you and welcome you to be involved in the progress of the
university as its stakeholders. I also take this opportunity to invite all those who aspire for true learning and
quality education to Doctor Harisingh Gour Vishwavidyalaya, Sagar, a seat of learning established as a
University in Madhya Pradesh in 1946 with a campus spread over about 1300 acres. It was upgraded to a
Central University on 15th January 2009 and was accredited ‘A’ Grade (3.04 score) by NAAC in the third
cycle.
The University offers multidisciplinary academic programs at undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral levels
through its 11 Schools with sound infrastructure for innovative approach for teaching. The University has
well equipped laboratories with modern and sophisticated instruments to encourage quality research. Most
of the Departments have project funds from UGC, DST, ICMR, MPCST and other national agencies. Some
are also recognized centers of the UGC and DST under the DRS, PURSE and FIST programmes. Under
GIAN scheme, eminent academicians are invited from abroad to acquaint the students with the latest
developments in their respective fields. The implementation of CBCS (Choice Based Credit System) enables
the students to have access to the latest pattern of teaching and learning. The Department of Physical
Education and the Department of Fine Arts & Performing Arts provide hands-on sports training activities and
cultural activities respectively to the students. For an all-round development of students, sports and cultural
activities are assigned to a specific time schedule in the academic calendar. Students regularly represent the
University at national level competitions and win laurels.
Besides the departmental libraries, the University has a Central Library with approximately four lakh books,
e-books and e-journals. Under the INFLIBNET and DELNET programs the students and faculty can access
valuable sources of literature. The University campus is Wi-Fi enabled.
There are separate hostels within the campus for boys and girls pursuing various programmes upto doctoral
level to provide a safe and congenial Gurukul-like environment of learning. In addition, facilities like stadium,
gymnasiums, sports complex, playgrounds and open-air theatre are also available to cater to the extracurricular requirements of the students.
The University has an adequate number of competent, dedicated and trained faculty members to enhance
the knowledge of the students. The courses are well designed and suited to the present day demands. The
faculty is involved in developing innovative methods of teaching and learning with the help of an in-campus
Educational Multi-Media Research Centre (EMMRC). Under the ageis of the UGC, New Delhi, the Human
Resource Development Centre (HRDC) provides orientation for the new and refresher programs for the
existing faculty of the University.
To create high-quality academic ambiance and to motivate and enthuse our students towards perfection in
their academic endeavors, we offer meticulously designed and diverse curricula as well as optional courses at
graduate, postgraduate and doctorate levels. Besides, the University has an Institute of Distance Education
(IDE) enabling our students to pursue UG and PG diploma courses with regular PG/Ph.D. programmes to
enhance their employability.
The University is proud of the numerous academicians, administrators, judges, philosophers, writers, poets,
critics and artists who have brought laurels to their Alma Mater in the last seven decades.
We are committed to promote academic excellence and socially relevant education in consonance with the
goal to achieve contemporary standards of learning. We look for brilliant and hardworking students for
fulfilling our objectives of attaining heights of excellence in the field of knowledge.
I invite you to join hands in Bharat Nation building.
Best wishes!
(Prof. Neelima Gupta)
Vice-Chancellor
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University at a Glance
The founder and mentor Sir Doctor Harisingh Gour desired to
establish an educational institution to provide the opportunity of higher
learning for a rural and deprived population of Central India. He was
inspired by Cambridge and Oxford Universities as the models. The
University of Saugar, later renamed as Doctor Harisingh Gour
Vishwavidyalaya in February 1983, was established on July 18,1946 by him out of his lifelong
earnings. The University was the sixteenth university in the country and the first in the State of
Madhya Pradesh at that time. The University was upgraded as Central University on January
15, 2009, by the Central University Act, 2009. The President of India is the Visitor of the
University.
The University campus is spread over an area of about 1300 acres, surrounded by lush
green forests, and is situated in the natural and eco-friendly environment. The University
provides a congenial academic atmosphere to the learners to nurture their potential for
excellence. There are 35 independent teaching departments in the University, some of them
are recognized centers of the UGC and DST under the DRS, PURSE and FIST programmes.
There are four hostels for boys and four for girls. Residential facilities are available for teachers
and officials of the University. Our first Prime Minister Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru laid the 'foundation
stone' of the University Library in 1952 which is named after him.
The University has adopted ‘School of Study’ system for promoting intra and inter school
academic programmes. Eleven schools were established under the new system which offers
courses ranging from Physical Sciences to Applied Sciences and Technology, Law, Business
Management, Applied Geology, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Humanities, Arts & Information
Science, Social Sciences, and Music & Performing Arts.
The University has well qualified and experienced faculties (www.dhsgsu.irins.org) who
are continuously engaged in providing quality teaching and research to the knowledge-seeking
young scholars. Some of the faculties have the experience of working in Internationally
renowned educational institutes.
The Banking, Postal, Health & Sanitation and Cafeteria services are available at the
University premises. There is an auditorium for indoor games and a playground for outdoor
games as well as a well-equipped and furnished Golden Jubilee Hall with a seating capacity of
750 to facilitate the cultural and academic activities.
The University has various centers for developmental activities such as UGC- Human
Resource Development Centre, Sophisticated Instrumentation Centre (SIC), Institute of
Distance Education, Study centre of Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU),
Educational Multi-Media Research Centre (EMMRC), Teaching and Learning Centre (TLC),
Remedial Coaching centre, Community College, Population Research Centre (PRC) of Ministry
of Health and Family Welfare and Manuscript logy Research Centre of the Ministry of Culture,
Government of India.
Academic Departments, Hostels and Libraries are well equipped with Wi-Fi through
National Knowledge Network (NKN) and e-resources are accessible through Wi-Fi. The
Integrated University Management Systems (IUMS) and Learning Management Systems (LMS)
are available for providing all the possible online facilities.
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About National Testing Agency (NTA)
The Ministry of Education (MoE), Government of India (GoI) has established the
National Testing Agency (NTA) as an independent, autonomous, and self-sustained
premier testing organization under the Societies Registration Act,1860, for conducting
efficient, transparent and international standards tests in order to assess the
competency of candidates for admissions to premier higher education institutions. The
National Testing Agency (NTA) has been assigned the task of conducting the Common
University Entrance Test (CUET) for Undergraduate Programmes (UG) for Academic
Session 2022-23 for the Central Universities.
The Role of NTA is confined to registration of candidates for the exam, admitting them
to the exam, conducting the exam in the prescribed mode, display of answer keys and
inviting challenges, finalizing the answer keys, processing the results and handing over
the results to Dr. Harisingh Gour Vishwavidyalaya, Sagar (MP).
The candidate seeking admission in undergraduate programme must apply and register
on the samarth portal (https://cuet.samarth.ac.in/).
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Admission to Under Graduate Programmes- 2022-23
Admissions in various UG programmes will be given to the candidates according to the merit in
Common University Entrance Test (CUET) 2022, conducted by National Testing Agency,
followed by their verification of eligibility in the respective programme through counselling to be
made by the university.
Candidates having supplementary/ATKT/backlog in any annual/semester examination at the
time of counselling shall not be granted admission. Provisional admission shall be given only to
those students who have appeared in the final year/semester examination of the qualifying
examination and their result is awaited. The admission of such students shall be purely
provisional and they will have to submit their result latest by 31 October, 2022, failing which
their provisional admission will automatically stand cancelled and fee paid by them shall stand
forfeited. No representation in this regard shall be entertained at any level. To strengthen the
spirit of quality in higher education, the University reserves the right to decide the minimum cutoff marks to qualify based on NTA scores.

1.0 CUET- Undergraduate Programmes (UG):
1.1 Eligibility Criteria:

Degree

Programme/
Course
details

CUET subject
combination
(Optional
Language
/Domain/
General Test)
mapped to the
Programmes

B.A.

B.A.
(6
Semesters)

Any One
Language from
Section IA
(Hindi or
English) +
General Test
from Section III

B. Com.

B. Com

Any One

Eligibility and Qualification
for the programme

10+2 in any Discipline.
Candidates belonging to
Unreserved (UR), EWS &
OBC Category must have
secured at least 45%
marks in aggregate or
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent grade in the
qualifying examination. A
relaxation of 5% marks in
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
10+2 in Commerce.

Age
Requirements
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(6
Semesters)

Language from
Section IA
(Hindi or
English) + any
01 Domain
subject (
Accountancy /
Book Keeping
or Business
Studies) from
Section II +
General Test
from Section III

Any One
Language from
Section IA
(Hindi or
English) +
Domain subject
Teaching
Aptitude from
Section II +
General Test
from Section III

B.A.B.E
d.

B.A.B.Ed.
(Integrated)
(8
Semesters)

B.F.A.

B.F.A.
(Bachelor of
Fine Arts)
(8
Semesters)

Any One
Language from
Section IA
(Hindi or
English) +
General Test
from Section III

B.B.A.
(Hons.)

B.B.A.
(Hons.) (6
Semesters)

Any One
Language from
Section IA
(Hindi or

Candidates belonging to
Unreserved (UR), EWS &
OBC Category must have
secured at least 45%
marks in aggregate or
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent grade in the
qualifying examination. A
relaxation of 5% marks in
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
10+2 in any Discipline.
Candidates belonging to
Unreserved (UR), EWS &
OBC Category must have
secured at least 45%
marks in aggregate or
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent grade in the
qualifying examination. A
relaxation of 5% marks in
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
10+2 in any Discipline.
Candidates belonging to
Unreserved (UR), EWS &
OBC Category must have
secured at least 45%
marks in aggregate or
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent grade in the
qualifying examination. A
relaxation of 5% marks in
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
10+2 in any Discipline.
Candidates belonging to
Unreserved (UR), EWS &
OBC Category must have

9

BA. /
B.Sc./B.Com./
B.B.A.
/B.C.A./B.F.A.
B.Sc.B.Ed./
B.A.B.Ed. :
Age of the
Applicant will
be calculated
as on 31 July
2022.
Maximum 22
years for UR,
EWS and
OBC
categories
and 27 years
for SC, ST
and PWD
categories.
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English) +
Domain subject
Business
Studies from
Section II +
General Test
from Section III

B.Sc.

B.Sc. (Bio
Group)
(6
Semesters)

B.Sc.B.E
d.

B.Sc.B.Ed.
(Bio Group)
(8
Semesters)
(Integrated)

B.Sc.

B.Sc.
(Maths
Group)
(6
Semesters)

Three Domain
subjects
(Physics,
Chemistry and
Biology) from
Section II +
General Test
from Section III

Four Domain
subjects
(Physics,
Chemistry,
Biology and
Teaching
Aptitude) from
Section II

Three Domain
subjects
(Physics,
Chemistry and
Mathematics)

secured at least 45%
marks in aggregate or
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent grade in the
qualifying examination. A
relaxation of 5% marks in
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
10+2 in Science (Biology
Group), Candidates
belonging to Unreserved
(UR), EWS & OBC
Category must have
secured at least 45%
marks in aggregate or
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent grade in the
qualifying examination. A
relaxation of 5%
marks in the qualifying
examination will be given
to the candidates
belonging to SC, ST and
PWD categories in this
programme..
10+2 in Science (Biology
Group), Candidates
belonging to Unreserved
(UR), EWS & OBC
Category must have
secured at least 45%
marks in aggregate or
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent grade in the
qualifying examination. A
relaxation of 5% marks in
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
10+2 in Math (Math
Group), Candidates
belonging to Unreserved
(UR),EWS&OBC
Categories must have

10
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B.Sc.B.E
d.

B.Sc.B.Ed.
(Math
Group) (8
Semesters)
(Integrated)

B.C.A.

B.C.A.
(6
Semesters)

B.Pharm
.

B.Pharm.
(Bio/Math
Groups)
(8
Semesters)

from Section II + secured at least 45%
General Test
marks in aggregate or
from Section III
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent grade in the
qualifying examination. A
relaxation of 5% marks in
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
10+2 in Math (Math
Group), Candidates
belonging to Unreserved
(UR), EWS&OBC
Four Domain
Categories must have
subjects
secured at least 45%
(Physics,
marks in aggregate or
Chemistry,
equivalent CGPA or
Mathematics
equivalent grade in the
and Teaching
qualifying examination. A
Aptitude) from
relaxation of 5% marks in
Section II
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
10+2 (Maths Group),
Candidates belonging to
Any Three
Unreserved (UR), EWS &
Domain
OBC Category must have
subjects
secured at least 45%
(Physics,
marks in aggregate or
Chemistry,
equivalent CGPA or
Mathematics
equivalent grade in the
and Computer
qualifying examination. A
Science/Informa relaxation of 5% marks in
tion Practices)
the qualifying examination
from Section II + will be given to the
General Test
candidates belonging to
from Section III
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
Three Domain
10+2 in Science (Biology
subjects
/Maths), Candidates
(Physics,
seeking admission to this
Chemistry and
Programme must have
Mathematics or passed 10+2 or equivalent
Biology) from
examination passed with

11

B.Pharm.:
Age of the
Applicant will
be calculated
as on 31 July
2022.
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Section II +
General Test
from Section III

B.A.LL.B.
(Hons.)
B.A.LL.B (5 Years)
. (Hons.) (10
Semesters)
(Integrated)

minimum 45%marks or
equivalent CGPA or
equivalent Grade with
English as one of the
subjects and Physics,
Chemistry,
Mathematics/Biology. A
relaxation of 5% marks in
the qualifying examination
will be given to the
candidates belonging to
SC, ST and PWD
categories in this
programme.
Students possessing 10+2
qualification without
formal classroom
schooling shall not be
eligible.
10+2 in any Discipline,
Candidates belonging to
Unreserved (UR), EWS
Any One
and OBC-NCL categories
Language from
must have secured at
Section IA
least 45% marks in
(Hindi or
aggregate or equivalent
English) +
CGPA in the qualifying
Domain subject examination. A relaxation
Legal Studies
of 5% marks in the
from Section II + qualifying examination will
General Test
be given to candidates
from Section III
belonging to SC and ST
categories in this
programme.

12

Minimum 17
years and
Maximum 22
years for UR,
EWS and
OBC
categories
and 27 years
for SC, ST
and PWD
categories.

No age
restriction

Note: For Admission in B.Lib.I.Sc. (One Year), B.J. (One Year) and LL.B. (Three years
programme), please refer to the admission advertisement for CUET- PG likely to be
announced soon by the NTA.

Note: There will be no age bar for serving defence personnel who have been permitted
for study-leave except for Professional programme.
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1.2. Distribution of Seats & Combinations of Subjects for UG Programmes:
TABLE-1: Comprehensive information- Programme offered (UGET)
No. of
Seats

Programme

Programme
Duration

Eligibility/
Qualification

806

10+2 in any Discipline

6 Semesters

B.A.B.Ed.

63

10+2 in any Discipline

8 Semesters

Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.)

25

10+2 in any Discipline

8 Semesters

10+2 in Commerce

6 Semesters

10+2 in any Discipline

6 Semesters

B.A.

B.B.A.(Hons.)

325
50

B.Sc. (Bio. Group)

281

B. Com.

31

B.Sc.B.Ed. (Bio. Group)

10+2 in Science (Biology Group)

8 Semesters

288

B.Sc. (Maths Group)

6 Semesters

6 Semesters

B.C.A.

75

B.Sc.B.Ed. (Maths Group)

31

B.Pharm. (Bio/Maths Groups)

75

10+2 in Science
(Biology /Maths)

8 Semesters

B.A.LL.B. (Hons) (5 Years)

53

10+2 in any discipline

10 Semesters

6 Semesters

10+2 (Maths Group)

8 Semesters

Note: University has the right to vary the seats in any of the above programmes.

1.3 Subject-wise Distribution of Seats and Combinations of Subjects for UG
Programmes:
(i) B.A. Total Seats : 806
A candidate has to select two subjects by choosing any one subject from the each group given
below:

Sr.
No.

Group A
Subject

Seats

Sr.
No.

Group B
Subject

Seats

1.

Ancient Indian History,
Culture & Archeology

75

1.

2.

Anthropology

50

2.

English Literature

60

3.

Economics
Education
Hindi Literature
Linguistics
Mathematics*
Music
Philosophy
Psychology
Theatre
Urdu

140

3.

105

100
125

4.
5.

75
20

6.
7.

40
70

8.
9.

Geography
History
Political Science
Sanskrit
Sociology
Statistics*
Yogic Science

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

100

Criminology

130
120
75
150
16
50

61
30
Total

20
806

Total 806

*Mathematics & statistics would be available to only those candidates who have passed 10+2 with Maths.
* Seats may vary subject to the approval of regulatory bodies wherever applicable.
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(ii) Distribution of Seats in B.A. B.Ed.*

Subjects

Seats Subjects

Seats

Subjects

Seats

Hindi Literature

28

Geography

32

Political Science

31

English Literature

25

History

31

Economics

32

Sanskrit

10

(iii) Details of Combinations of subjects in B.A. B.Ed.*
The students of B.A. B.Ed. (04 years integrated programme) will have opt one subject each
from the following three groups of subjects.

Group-A

Hindi Literature
with intake 28

English Literature
with intake 25

Sanskrit
Literature
with intake 10

Total intake
63*

Group-B

Geography with
intake 32

History with intake
31

Intake 63

Group-C

Political Science
with intake 31

Economics with
intake 32

Intake 63

* Seats may vary subject to the approval regulatory bodies wherever applicable.

(iv) B.Sc. Biology Group:
Details of Combination of Subjects in B.Sc Biology Group
(A candidate has to select any one group from the groups given below):

Groups

B.Sc. Biology Groups

Seats

A

Zoology

Forensic Science

Chemistry

37

B

Zoology

Anthropology

Chemistry

25

C

Botany

Geology

Chemistry

37

D

Botany

Zoology

Chemistry

100

E

Botany

Zoology

Anthropology

31

F

Psychology

Geography

Anthropology

26

G

Geography

Forensic Science

Anthropology

25

Total Seats 281
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(v) B.Sc. Maths Group:
Details of Combination of Subjects in B.Sc Maths Group
(A candidate has to select any one group from the groups given below):

Groups
Physics
A

B.Sc. Maths Groups
Mathematics*

Chemistry

Seats
75

B

Physics

Mathematics*

Statistics

50

C

Economics

Mathematics*

Statistics

25

D

Physics

Forensic Science

Chemistry

50

E

Physics

Mathematics*

Geology

26

F

Geology

Mathematics*

Chemistry

37

G

Geology

Geography

Chemistry

25

TOTAL SEATS

288

*Mathematics & Statistics would be available to only those candidates who have passed 10+2 with Maths.

(vi) B.Sc.B.Ed.* (Bio Group)

Details of Combination of Subjects in B.Sc.B.Ed. (Bio Group)
Botany

Zoology

Chemistry

31

(vii) B.Sc.B.Ed. (Maths Group)
Details of Combination of Subjects in B.Sc.B.Ed. (Maths Group)
Physics

Chemistry

Mathematics

31

2.0 General Rules for Admission in UG Programmes:
(i)

Candidates appearing/appeared in their final year of the qualifying examination have to
apply and appear in the Common University Entrance Test for UG (CUET-UG) to be
conducted by NTA (website: https://cuet.samarth.ac.in/). However, the candidates are
required to produce original marksheets of the qualifying examination at the time of
the counselling to get admission. But if they have appeared in the qualifying
examination and their result is not declared till the date of counselling, provisional
admission in the programme may be allowed, provided:
(a) Candidate must produce a certificate from the competent authority (such as Controller
of Examinations, Registrar, etc.) to the effect that the candidate has appeared in the
qualifying examination and the result has not been declared so far.
(b) Provisional admission shall be given only to those students whose final year/semester
examination results are awaited. Such students will have to submit their result
tentatively by 31 October 2022, failing which their admission will stand cancelled
automatically and fee paid by him/her shall stand forfeited. No representation in this
regard shall be entertained at any level. The candidate, in this case, shall have to
produce the marksheet of the previous examination of that course in which his/her
final result is awaited.
Note: A candidate having supplementary/backlog/ATKT in any of the annual/
semester examinations at the time of counselling shall not be considered eligible
for admission.
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(ii)
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“Aggregate percentage of marks” will not include grace marks awarded to a candidate.
Similarly, marks of the additional subject (if any) for improvement of aggregate
percentage/division will not be considered for admission.
Note: The percentage of marks in the aggregate shall be computed on the basis of
total marks secured in all the subjects studied in the programme. In case of any
ambiguity/interpretational difficulties, the decision of the University shall be final.

(iii) (a)

Degrees/Certificates recognized by Association of Indian Universities (AIU) shall
only be deemed as equivalent degrees/certificates.

(b)

The Distance Education Council of India, University Grants Commission are the
authority to recognize the Degrees/Certificates of Distance Education. Such
Candidates will be required to submit certificates from the Distance Education
Council of India/IGNOU, New Delhi regarding recognition/approval of the courses.
No other distance education degree will be entertained.

(iv) Mere appearance in the CUET (NTA), does not entitle a candidate to be considered for
admission to the programme unless he/she fulfills the other eligibility conditions. If an
applicant, who does not fulfill the minimum eligibility requirements and is inadvertently
allowed to appear in CUET (NTA), he/she shall not be entitled to use such case as a
right to stake the claim for admission later saying that he/she meets the eligibility
requirements.
(v)

The candidates, who submit the forged/ fake certificates or adopts fraudulent means, shall
be debarred from appearing in any subsequent entrance tests and the matter will be
reported to Police.

(vi)

The University reserves the right to cancel/refuse admission at any point of time if it is
found that:
(a) Minimum eligibility requirements are not fulfilled.
(b) False documentation has been done or facts have been suppressed.
(c) Misconduct and indecent communication done by candidate.
(d) Irregularities are in admission of candidate.
(e) Any other valid reason.

(vii) The University reserves the right to increase/decrease the number of seats.
(viii) The eligibility requirement for the purpose of admission mentioned in this Brochure shall
be final.
(ix)

If any rules or regulations mentioned in the brochure stand contradictory or/and found to
be mistaken, then in this case, the rules or regulations mentioned in the university
ordinance will be considered final. Moreover, the decision of Vice-Chancellor shall be
final.

(x)

The candidate should see the fee structure given in the Brochure before filling the
application form. No representation regarding reduction of fee shall be entertained after
admission and until completion of the programme

(xiii) Online counseling fee: The candidate has to pay online counseling fee separately for
registering himself/herself on the online counseling portal whose exact amount shall be
decided by the University later. This fee will be same for all categories and will be nonrefundable.
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3.0 Reservation of Seats in UG Programmes:
(i)

As per Government of India rules, the benefit of reservation shall be given only to those
sections, which are listed in the central list published by the Government of India.

(ii) Candidates belonging to OBC-NCL, SC, ST, General-Economically Weaker Section
(General-EWS) and Person With Disability (PWD) categories will be given reservation as
per the Government of India rules i.e. OBC(NCL) - 27%, SC-15%, ST-7.5%, Economically
Weaker Section (EWS)-10%. For Person with Disability (PWD) candidates, 5% seats shall
be reserved on horizontal basis, subject to the condition that the candidate fulfills the other
minimum eligibility requirements. Submission of a certificate to this effect issued by a
competent authority/Board (details are given in this Brochure) shall be mandatory at the
time of counselling.
For the purpose of reservation under Economically Weaker Section (EWS) category, a
person must comply with Government of India rules.
(iii) In case the reserved seats remain vacant even after the second/third counselling, the seats
reserved for SC/ST may be inter changed and would be filled in the last counselling. Even
If the seats belonging to SC/ST category candidates remain vacant and the lists of both the
SC/ST categories are exhausted on the last date of counselling, the remaining vacant
seats shall be filled by the unreserved category (UR) candidates after the elapse of the
notified duration of the last counselling.
(iv) Consideration of Reserved Category meritorious candidates as unreserved candidates- In
a course, if the merit of a reserved category candidate is more than or equal to the merit of
the last admitted general candidate in that course, the reserved category candidate will be
treated as unreserved. Provided further that, if a meritorious reserved category candidate
is admitted by relaxing the general qualifying standards (minimum eligibility requirement
and /or age) which he/she would not have got by remaining under the unreserved then
his/her admission shall be adjusted against the concerned reserved category quota and
the consequential vacancy created in the unreserved category shall be filled up by a
general category candidate in order of merit.

3.1 Certificates Required for Reserved Categories
3.1.1 Scheduled Castes / Scheduled Tribes: Each SC/ST candidate has to submit a selfattested copy of the Certificate issued by the Competent Authority mentioning that the
candidate belongs to SC/ST category. The following are empowered to issue the certificate;
(i)
District Magistrate / Additional District Magistrate / Collector/ Deputy Commissioner / Addl.
Deputy Commissioner / Deputy Collector / Ist Class Stipendiary Magistrate/ City
Magistrate/ Sub-Divisional Magistrate/ Taluka Magistrate / Executive Magistrate/ Extra
Assistant Commissioner, or
(ii)

Chief Presidency Magistrate/Addl. Chief Presidency Magistrate/Presidency Magistrate, or

(iii)

Revenue Officer not below the rank of Tehsildar, or

(iv)

Sub-Divisional Officer of the area where the candidate and/or his family resides, or

(v)

Administrator /Secretary to the Administrator /Development Officer (Lakshadweep
Islands). Candidates must note that Certificate from any other person/authority shall not
be accepted in any case. If the candidate claims to belong to SC or ST category, his/her
caste/tribe must be listed in the appropriate Government of India schedule. The Caste
Certificate should clearly state: (a) Name of his/her caste/tribe (b) whether he/she belongs
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to SC or ST (c) District and the State or Union Territory of his/her usual place of residence
and (d) the appropriate Govt. of India schedule under which his/her caste/ tribe is
approved by it as SC or ST.
As per the UGC letter No. F1-27/2009(SCT) dated 09-09-2015 and MHRD letter
No.F.No.14-5/2013-SC/ST dated 13-01-2014: Clause No.3 (i) No fees need to be
charged at the time of admission from those SC/ST students who are eligible for the PostMatric Scholarships/Top Class Scholarships. At the time of admission, they may be
advised to deposit the fee to the Institute as soon as they receive the Scholarship amount.
An undertaking to this effect may be taken from them at the time of admission.

3.1.2 Other Backward Classes (OBC - NCL): The candidates belonging to OBC-NCL
category as listed by the Central Government must submit a self-attested copy of certificate
issued by the competent authority. The OBC-NCL certificate should clearly mention that the
candidate belongs to Non-Creamy Layer (NCL).The OBC-NCL candidate will be required to
produce original income certificate having validity on the date of counselling. If no validity date
is mentioned in the certificate, then it should have been issued in the financial year 2022-23.
3.1.3 Person With Disability (PWD): Visually Impaired and/ or Hearing Impaired and/or
Orthopedically Handicapped (on horizontal reservation basis) candidates, have to submit a selfattested copy of Disability Certificate issued by the District Chief Medical Officer/Medical Board.
The disability benefits will be given to those candidates only who have at least 40% physical
impairments. The percentage of disability should be mentioned in the certificate.
3.1.4 General-Economically Weaker Section (General-EWS): The benefit of reservation
under EWS can be availed upon production of an Income and Asset Certificate issued by a
Competent Authority. The Income and Asset Certificate issued by any one of the following
authorities in the prescribed format as given in Annexure-VII shall only be accepted as proof of
candidate's claim as belonging to EWS: (i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/ Collector/ Deputy Commissioner/Additional'
Deputy Commissioner/ 1st Class Stipendiary Magistrate/ Sub-Divisional Magistrate/ Taluka
Magistrate! Executive Magistrate/ Extra Assistant Commissioner
(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency Magistrate/ Presidency Magistrate
(iii) Revenue Officer not below the rank of Tehsildar and
(iv) Sub-Divisional Officer or the area where the candidate and/or his family normally resides.

3.2. Special Provisions for Admission:
3.2.1 Players (Sports Persons)
Two (02) supernumerary seats for players (Sports Quota) shall be available for each
Undergraduate Programme, and one (01) supernumerary seat shall be available for each
Postgraduate Programme. Candidates shall be nominated by the Vice-Chancellor for the sports
seat(s) on the recommendation of the Games/Sports Committee.
The following conditions should be fulfilled for the eligibility for seats under sports quota:
(i) The candidates should fulfill the minimum eligibility criteria for admission to the programme.
(ii) The candidate should have appeared in the CUET (NTA) of the concerned programme and
cleared the cut off marks, if any.
(iii) The candidate must fulfill the participation rules/ norms of Association of Indian Universities
(AIU).
(iv) The candidate should have played National (senior/junior/sub-junior/youth school/Games
Federation of India) at least up to qualifying examination or should have secured a position
in Zonal/Inter-Zonal/ Direct All India up to 4th position Inter-University Tournament of AIU
games or have participated at these levels.
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The merit of the qualified candidates for the admission under Sports Quota shall be
decided by the Sport achievement marks awarded on the basis of certificates of
achievements. Highest Sport achievement marks/ performance of a candidate will only be
considered while counting the sports achievement marks.

Sport Achievement Marks in various categories are as follows:
A-National (Senior/Junior/
Youth)

B-All India/Inter-Zonal InterUniversity organized by AIU

C-Zonal Inter-University
organized by AIU

Position

Team

Individual

Position

Team

Individual

Position

Team

Individual

1st Position

30

35

1st Position

30

35

1st Position

15

20

2nd Position

25

30

2nd Position

25

30

2nd Position

10

15

3rd Position

20

25

3rd Position

20

25

3rd Position

08

10

Participation

08

08

4th Position

15

15

4th Position

05

08

Vizzy
Trophy

10

-

Participation

03

04

Participation

08

08

In case of equal sports achievement points of candidates in a School, the inter-se (between or
among themselves) ranking will be decided on the basis of the marks obtained in the Entrance
Test. And, if the marks obtained by candidates in the Entrance Test is also equal; then the
aggregate percentage of marks in the qualifying examination will be considered. If these are
also equal, then the candidate senior in age will be preferred.
Note- Sports Quota candidates/sports persons must submit the hard copy of the online
submitted form along with self-attested copies of relevant certificates latest by 31 October,
2022 on the address: Admission Cell, Doctor Harisingh Gour Vishwavidyalaya, Sagar,470003,
Madhya Pradesh, India by Hand/Speed Post.
3.2.2 N. C. C. Cadets:
The following benefits will be given on the basis of N.C.C. certificates produced by the
candidates:
(i)

Five percent (5%) of the total marks of the Entrance Test will be added to the marks
obtained in the Entrance Test for those candidates who have “C” certificate.
(ii) Four percent (4%) of the total marks of the Entrance Test will be added to the marks
obtained in the Entrance Test for those candidates who have “B” certificate.
(iii) Three percent (3%) of the total marks of the Entrance Test will be added to the marks
obtained in the Entrance Test for those candidates who have “A” certificate.
(iv) For the candidate having more than one NCC certificates, the benefit of only the highest
category of the certificate shall be permitted.
3.2.3 N. S. S. Volunteers:
Two percent (2%) of the total marks of the Entrance Test will be added to the marks obtained in
the Entrance Test for those NSS volunteers who have attended two 10 days’ special Camps
and one National Integration Camp subject to the production of relevant NSS certificates.
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3.2.4 Person with Disability (PWD)
(i)

Relaxation to the extent of 5% marks in the qualifying examinations shall be given to the
PWD candidates. As specified under 1.2 and 2.2.
(ii) Five percent (5%) of the seats in the specified programme is reserved for the Persons
with Disability (PWD)/Differently abled persons on a horizontal basis.
3.2.5

Defense Services:

Five percent (5%) of the seats are reserved (Horizontal reservation) for widows/wards/wives
of the Armed Forces Personnel and Ex-Servicemen (GOI MoD letter No. 3547/AS(R) 94
dated 03 Jun 1994. The admission to these reserved seats shall be as per the priorities laid
down by MoD which are as under:(a) Widows/wards of Defence personnel killed in action,
(b) Wards of serving personnel and Ex-Servicemen disabled in action,
(c) Widows/Wards of Defence personnel who died in peace time with death attributable
to military service,
(d) Wards of Defence personnel disabled in peacetime with disability attributable to
military service,
(e) Wards of Ex-Servicemen and serving personnel who are in receipt of Gallantry
Awards,
(f) Wards of Ex-Servicemen,
(g) Wards of serving personnel.
3.2.6

Kashmiri Migrants :

Kashmiri migrants are entitled to concessions as per the UGC and Ministry of Education
guidelines.
3.2.7
(i)

Foreign Students :
Direct Admissions to Foreign Students under the DASA Scheme of the Ministry of
Education shall be given on a supernumerary basis.

(ii) Every Foreign Student shall have to undergo a medical test (including a test for AIDS)
within a week from the date of admission and shall also produce the certificate of the
same, and the student visa within one month of the admission. In case of failure to
submit the above-mentioned documents, the admission of the candidate shall stand
cancelled.
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4.0 Fee Details of the Various Programmes (Tentative):

Examinatio
n Fee

IT Fee

Total Fee

7125

825

9150

10700

11100

122350

13250

142600

152350

2

B.A. B.Ed.

900

2000

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

4350

250

4600

4350

Class

Total Fee
for II Sem.
onwards

Registratio
n Fee

6100

Total Fee
for First
Sem.

Insurance
Premium

5100

Caution
Money
(Refundable
One Time)

Medical Fee

4150

Sport Fee

3-

Library Fee

2900

Profession
al Course /
Lab. Fee

1B.A.

Tuition Fee

1

S. No.

Student
Activity Fee

4.1 Fee Structure for the Under Graduate Programmes for the Session 2022-23
(Tentative)

3

B.FA.

900

1000

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

3350

250

3600

3350

4

B.Com.

900

-

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

2350

250

2350

5

B.B.A.

900

8500

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

10850

250

2600
1110
0

6

B.Sc. (Bio)

900

500

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

3100

250

3330

3100

900

500

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

3100

250

3330

3100

900

2500

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

4950

250

5200

4950

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

15850

250

1610
0

15850

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

13350

250

1360
0

13350

150

100

100

125

25

150

700

100

9350

250

9600

9350

7
8

B.Sc.
(Maths)
B.Sc.
B.Ed.

10

B.Pharm.

900

11

B.C.A.

900

12

B.A. LL.B.
(Hons)

900

10000
(PCF)
+3500
(LF)
8000
(PCF)
+
3000
(LF)
7000

10850

Note:
1.

Semester fee should be paid at the beginning of the semester

2.

Backlog registration and examination fee @ Rs.500 per paper for end semester examination shall be
levied separately and before the End-Semester examination.

3.

In case of Re- registration of complete semester, full fees, as applicable to regular students.

4.

Fee for admission should be deposited immediately after the counselling and for remaining semester,
fee should be deposited as per University Academic Colander.

5.

A registration fee of Rs. 1000/- shall be charged from those students who would like to participate in
the University placement activities viz Job Training, Internship Offers & Campus Drives.

6.

Courses which are having provisions of the educational/ industrial/ field visits, their fee and other
norms shall will be decided separately as per the departmental requirements.

7.

The fee structure may be revised by the university.
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5.0 Teaching and Examination System
The university follows the CBCS (choice based credit system) since 2009 and semester
system.

6.0 Facilities in the University
The University campus is spread over an area of about 1300 acres on the top of hills
surrounded by green forests, natural and pollution-free environment. There are four hostels for
boys and three for girls. There is a branch of State Bank of India with an ATM facility. The Post
office is also available in the campus near girls’ hostel. The University has a good number of
smart classrooms with modern facilities. There are sophisticated laboratories for the students of
science. BSNL tower provides telephone connectivity and internet access in the campus. The
campus is wi-fi enabled.

7.0 Hostel Facility in the University
There are four hostels for boys and four for girls. Application form and rule book for admission
in hostel can be obtained by submitting Rs 30/- only in State bank of India University branch.
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Schools and Departments of the University
Name of the Schools/Departments

Telephone
with STD
07582

Name of the
Schools/Departments

Telephone
with STD
07582

School of Arts and Information Sciences
(AIS)
Journalism & Mass Communication

297159
297168

Library & Information Science

School of Chemical Science &
Technology (CST)

265822

297129

Fine Arts & Performing Arts

297162

Department of Chemistry

297135

Music

297161

School of Humanities & Social Sciences
(HSS)
Ancient Indian History

297159
School of Mathematical and
Physical Sciences (MPS)

265822

Economics

297146

History

297147

Philosophy

297148

Computer Sc. & Application

297128

Psychology

297154

Maths and Statistics

297126

Political Sc. & Public Administration

297158

Physics

297127

Sociology& Social Work

297170

School of Languages (SOL)
English & other European Languages

297159
264504

Hindi

297171

School of Commerce &
Management (SCM)

Linguistics

297157

Commerce

297144

Sanskrit

297149

Business Management

264504

Urdu & Persian

297155

School of Applied Sciences (SAS)

265822

Anthropology

297137

School of LAW (SAL)

Criminology & Forensic Sc.

297139

Department of LAW

297153

General & Applied Geography

297141

School of Engineering & Technology
(EAT)

……….

School of Educational Studies
Adult Education

297159

Education

297138

Physical Education

………..

Yoga Education

297150

297152

297156

Applied Geology

297124

Pharmaceutical Science

297136

School of Biological Sciences (BCS)

265822

Botany

297125

Biotechnology

297160

Microbiology

297143

Zoology

297134

297140
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Admission Committee 2022- 23
,

Prof. B. K. Shrivastava
Coordinator
Admission Cell, 2022
Doctor Harisingh Gour Vishwavidyalaya
(A Central University)
Sagar-470003, Madhya Pradesh, India
Mob: 9425635675 (During working hours only)

Prof. A. P. Mishra (Co-coordinator) Mob: 9479625938 (During working hours only)
S.No.

Name

Contact no

Department

1.

Dr. Mahendra Kumar

9926616206

Department of Library & Information Science

2.

Dr. Rajesh Singh Yadav

9179444557

Department of Criminology and Forensic
Science

3.

Dr. Prashant Shukla

9165062687

4.

Dr. Hemant Patidar

9479983772

Department of General and Applied Geography

5.

Mr. Krishna Kumar

9410499396

Department of Law

6.

Dr. Anurag Shrivastav

9415424909

Assistant Librarian, J L.N. Library

9479398580

Deputy Registrar Academic Affairs (Member
Secretary)

7.

Shri Satish Kumar

Department of Physics

Office Assistant: Mr. Raghuraj Singh Thakur, 9425452437 (Mob)
Admission Cell Office: 07582–297123 (During working hours)
E-mail: admission@dhsgsu.edu.in and admissiongrievance@dhsgsu.edu.in
Website: www.dhsgsu.edu.in
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